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Divided Opinion Dunham Winner Garnet Debaters
Marks Opening
In State Peace Start Second Try
Club Convention
Oration Contest For League Title
No Definite Action Taken; Second Session
In Two Weeks
ALTERNATIVE PLANS
Sentiment Is That Some
Degree Of Consolidation

Needed ; Action
Doubtful
By LUCILK JACK

William Dunham "3 2 duplicated
the feat of Howard Thomas last
year by winning the Maine Intercollegiate Oratorical contest on world
peace held at 'Colby College last
Monday afternoon.
His oration
"Idealistic Materialism" will now be
sent in to Washington with the 4 7
other state "winners" wher- the
national judges will make the final
decision.
Prof. William J. Wilkinson L. L.
D., head of the department of History
at Colby, presided at the contest held
in the college chapel. The judges
were: Rev. William R. Wood. Augusta. Walter P. Hinckley. Good
Will, and .Rev. Herbert Mllligan.
Oakland.
The other college representatives
were Harold F. Lemoine of Colby
who spoke on "The Great Servants
of Mankind", and John Longley of
Maine who elaborated on "Peace at
the Command of Youth". Mr. Lemoine won the second prize of forty
dollars—the first prize being sixty
dollar.-.
Mr. Dim hum has distinguished
himself by able use of the pen and
platform all through his college!
career. Last spring he was class
orator on Ivy Day besides acting as
general chairman of the same exercises. He has been prominent in the
extra canicular activities on campus
but this year he is concentrating his
activities in Honor work under Prof.
Gould. He is President of the Publishing Association and General None
Editor of "The Student".

"Let us sweep away the smaller
nationality of our particular eluh in
favor at a higher internationality of'1
■campus interests; k't r..-, view the
proposed consolidation of clubs with !
an open-minded and scientific attiHide; let us place the greatest good
of the many on campus above the:
petty prejudices and itraditmu? of I
the clubs", were the opening >vords
of Valery Burati '32, the ten.tK>i"ary
chairman and prime mover in tl: ■
far-sighted project of consolidation
of clubs, which gave impetus to the
unique All-€lu'b Congress in Chase
Hall, Monday, February 15.
After the election of Norman Mac
Donald "32, President of Hie Men's
Politics Club, as permanent chairman, and Shirley Cave '3 2. delegate
of Spofford Club, as .secretary, there
followed a general discussion in
which the conflicting interests and
opinions of the various clubs and
delegates were crystalized upon the
two issues of whether or not the
principle of consolidation on campus
was favorable, and of possible
methods of effecting such consolidation. The general bases of opinion led
to the drawing up of plans for a
future meeting to be preceded, however, by group conferences and investigations among clubs of related
interests.
Discussion Period
Prof. Carl E. Turner. Bates '05.
Amid the welter of opinion pre- gave
enlightening speech In
sented, comments of certain dele- chapelanSaturday,
Feb. 6. Since the
gates were outstanding. Frank Mur- college diploma has gone proletariat
ray '34, chairman of the Spofford the student nowadays has to butdelegation, supported the consolida- tress his education with sterling
tion of the French, German, and Eng- character and initiative, he delish clubs into a Modern Language clared.
group as it would add a broadening
One of his keenest remarks was
influence and divert the trend of in regard to the current depression.
specialization and narrow viewpoints.! In times past the county tapped
In accordance with this opinion, Mr. new resources to regain its prosMurray presented the plan which I perity, but now the nation must
won the favor of several organi-|
through until the depreszations, standing for consolidation of muddle
sion lifts by the natural laws of
Alethea and Spofford. of the French. I economics.
German, and Spanish groups, ofl
Prof. Turner commanded close
Cosmos and Y. Iff. C. A., of Lambda
his entire
Alpha and V. W. C. A., and of mak-l attention throughout
ing one unit of the science interests. 1 speech and though the upperelassEdith Lerrigo '32, as President of men may not have recognized him
the Y. W. C. A., pleaded for greater he really is an old acquaintance
cooperation rather than consolida- because he wrote the book "Perand Community Health" that
tion, since the training of leadership sonal
which the small units offer is indeed was used is a textbook in their
desirable. In behalf of the politics freshman hygene course.
clubs, Julia Briggs '32 gave evidence
of the success of cooperation which
had been achieved in the Men's and
Women's Politics Clubs by joint
meetings and a joint treasury, although their Individual identity was
still preserved. The feasibility of
The girls of Milliken entertained
this plan was considered by other
groups. Gilbert Clapperton '32 recall-! at Open House on Thursday night.
ed the conflicts on the social club] February 11. The first half hour
calendar with the principal activities was devoted to inspection of the
of debatimg. music, dramatics, and dormitory, and then the girie took
athletics, which are due to the great j their guests to the Auburn Theatre.
The chaperones were Professor and
Continued on Page 4, Column 5 | Mrs. Harms and Mr. Labouvie.

Carl E. Turner
Bates Alumnus
Chapel Speaker

Milliken Girls Hold
Open House Party

Prof.

Rob's

First

Freshman

By OLIVE

Public

Speaking

KXOWLKS

Although Bates professors are prone to find fault with the
childish pranks of college men. the present generation of students is a model of virtue when compared with the men who
were in attendance at Hates the first year that Prof. Bob taught.
The ingenuity and ilevilishness with which the sophs and the
frosh elmed out their warfare on each other has not even been
approached since that fatal day when Prof. Rob. held his first
Freshman Public Speaking declamation.
The best clothes of the Freshmen class suddenly disappeared on the day of the exercises, and it seemed as ttough
it would be necessary for the frosh to declaim clad mffradta
and corduroys. However, the frosl. .soon <i"M*>"d hat the
sophs had stolen their clothes and had hidden hem m Roger
William Hall. The frosh recovered their own clothing and in
turn stole the clothing of the sophs. At the exercises that evening the upper class men lost little time in making thems es
conspicuous by heckling the freshmen speakers and by «W»°g
pebbles and spit balls at the curtains. Just as things had reached
the stage where something had to be done, the door m he rear
opened A dove was thrown in and began to fly about the room
causing no end of laughteF. Finally it alighted on the portrait of
august"Prof. Angel! and remained there for the rest ot the eveIUng

About this time the electric lights suddenly went out due
to the fact that the sophs had cut the electric light wires enterin" Ilathorn Hall. Finally the janitor came and lit the gas lights
so^that the exercises might continue. The sophs however, were
determined that the frosh should not declaim if they could in
anv manner prevent it. Their next move was to dig up the gas
p pes in The vard in back of Hathorn Hall and to sever the line
which thev thought led into Ilathorn. They made a mistake
, ever and cut the gas pipe which led into the Parkers so that
Parker was without gas that night. As a result the gas pressure
„ Hathorn Hall was lowered so much that the lights gave no
ore Humiliation than a good sized cand e The frosh continued to declaim in the gloomy chape until all had ?P***Prof Robinson recalls this experience during his first yen
at Bites as one of the most harrowing to winch he has been
subjected.

MacDonald and Parker
Meet Mount Holyoke
In Little Theater
Bates enters the second triangle
of the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League this weekend with Mt.

Holyoke and Amherst as opponents.

On Friday. February 19th, Lawrence Parker and Norman MacDonald '3 2 will uphold the negative
of the proposition, Resolved: That
the emergence of women from the
home into professions and industry
is a regrettable feature of modern
life, at the Little Theater against
Mt. Holyoke. Randolph Weatherbee
'32 and Frank Moray '34 will propose the affirmative of the same
question at Amherst the following
evening.
The members of both Bates
teams have been outstanding members of the debating squad through-'
out their college careers.
The outcome of this triangle will
determine to a great extent Bates'
possibilities of winning the league
title this year. At the end of the
first triangle Bat-s came a close
second to Wesleyan. Both teams
won all their debates but Wesleyan
received one more judge's vote.

From

Washington's

Farewell

Address

"While, then every part of our country
linis feels an immediate and particular
interest in union, all the parts combined
cannot fail to find in the united mass of
means ami efforts greater strength, greater resource, proportionately greater security
Hence likewise, they (the
States) will avoid the necessity of those
over-grown military establishments which,
under any form of government, arc inauspicious to liberty, and which are to be
regarded as particularly hostile to republican liberty. . . .
"Observe good faith and justice towards all nations; cultivate peace and harmony with all. Religion and morality enjoin
this conducl ; and <-an it be. thai good policy does not equally
enjoin it.1 It will be worthy of a free enlightened, and at no
distant period a great nation, to give to mankind the magnanimous and too novel example of a people always guided by an
exalted justice and benevolence. Who can doubt that in the
course of time ami things, the fruits of Buch a plan would richly repay any temporary advantages, which might be lost by a
steady adhefence to it.' Can it be that Providence has not connected the permai t felicity of a nation with its virtue.' The
experiment, at least, is recommended by every sentiment which
ennobles human nature. Alas! is it rendered impossible by its
vices 1
"In the execution of such a plan, nothing is more essential
than that permanent, inveterate antipathies against particular
nations, ami passionate attachments for others, should be excluded; and that, in place of them, .just and amicable feelings
towards all should be cultivated. The nation which indulges
towards another an habitual hatred, or an habitual fondness,
is in some degree a slave. Il is a slave to its animosity or to its
affection, either of which is. sufficient to lead it astray from
its duty and its interest ....'*

Washington Motif
To Feature Theme Professor Myhrman Advocates
Of Senior Formal Change In Poor Department
The reorganisation of the Lewiston
The most recent plans for the
Senior Formal, to be held Saturday Poor Department Into a special
of
Public,
Welfare
Evening, Feb. 20th in Chase Hall, department
show promise of something quite managed by an expert and entirely
apart from pointed, the establishdifferent in the line or formals.
The information concerning deco- ment of a Cummin,Ky Ohest, and an
rations and favors that has leaked organization ol a ' in :il of S i '.:<i
: i.,. w ire the k. y points of a
out is only enough to arouse greath made by Prof. An.li rs M
er curiosity, i.i true George Wash- p
ington style Hie hall will be deco-. Myhrman of the Bates faculty in
rated in a red and white color United Baptist Church last Sunday
scheme—lattice work being used as night.
bf was: not Intend
a foundation—with
a generous
supply of hatchets. It has not been reflection i a li al i ti < rs. he uever"n why the mayor
revealed, as yet, if there is to be thell
the historical cherry tree as a sup- and aldermen of Lewiston should ei
■ R n nut rain- ' man to i-i'-iv ■ efplement tor the nab hi us. Equally
the bead of a poor dep
as Intereetng a piece of Information
is. "Unique favors -similar to noth- in ei. "We should no more expect an
une !u
" ■ ■ veil on a
ing ever had before."
■ 1 board, or a barber as a city ■
Gil Clapperton, Bates' always
than to exp i •. any sorl of
popular orchestra leader, will furnon, elected by political pull
ish the music with an augmented
band, all but two players being rather than ability, to serve adequately as pony department head."
from outside the college.
To remedy this, Prof. Myhrman
The receiving line which will be
composed of Pre*, and Mrs. Clifton tinged that a trained expert, well
.1 work, li" Misused to
|i Clay. Prof. G. Iff. Robinson and
Prof. Walmsley as guests and Prof, head a newly organlzi i. politically
Department of Public Welfare.
and Mrs. Leonard, Prof. E. M.
Wright and Miss Mabel K.Eaton as
Urges Community Chert
chaperones. will be from 7:15 until
In making hia si cond proposal,
S o'clock. Although the first pro- that Lewiston adopt the common! y
gram dance does not begin until 8 cheat plan of regulating donations to
o'clock dancing will start at 7:45 charity, whereby one concerted drive
and continue until 11:30.
a li year Is made, previous to which
Credit for the plans of this
b i harity organlzal Ion auTJmli i to
unique and unusual dance should be a council of social agencies Its progiven to the committee composed of il budget, the speaker pointed
of Maxfield Gordan. chairman: Ran-, out the BOCCe3S of the. Portland
dolph Weatherbee, Julia Briggs, venture in th:•; method, as well as
Alice Hellier. Gertrude Diggery, the convenience- to the giver.
Dana Williams, and Parker Mann, j The value of such a procedure,
Tickets are $2.50 a couple.' however. Is not limited to the fact
Reservations may still be made that it give more convenience to
either With the chairman. Max Gor- ili, e donating funds, but that it also
dan. or with Parker Mann.
I r< atly In iri a »< s the number of
lonors, thus materially benefltting
charity.
Success at Portland
Statistics tram Portland revealed
that while under unorganized char' ity. two years ago approximately
1500 .persons were financially carrying all of that city's charitable work,
.under the Community Chest plan
A team of Bates' debaters jour- | more than 15.000 are estimated to
ney to Chestnut Hill. Brookline.
Mass.. on Thursday. February IS,
where it will meet a team from Boston College. The question to be discussed is: "Resolved, That the
emergence of women from the home
into industry and the professions is
a regrettable feature of modern
life." The Bates speakers, Lawrence
Parker '32 and Norman MacDonald '32, will take the Negative and
Boston College will uphold tho
Affirmative. Incidentally, this is
Walter Eugene Ranger, the Comthe second time that Bates and missioner of Education, Rhode
Boston College have debated each Island, will represent Bates Colother on the same sides of this very lege of Lewiston, Maine, at the
same question.
Bicentennial Convocation of The
The debate is to be held before . George Washington University to be
a campus organization which will I held in Constitution Hall, the audibe made up of approximately 800 I torium of the Daughters of the
girls. The original plan was to j American Revolution, on the evening
broadcast this debate. However, I of February 22.
since this is not a League debate
In honoring George Washington on
and, since this same Bates team this
representatives of colwill' meet Mount Holyoke in a leges occasion,
and universities throughout
League debate on this same ques- j the country
ar.d the Department of
tion on the following evening. it Superintendence
of the National
seemed advisable not to broadcast Education Association,
will join with
at this time.
University founded In the DisThis question concerning the the
of Columbia in furtherance of
emergence of women is a favorite trict
his expressed hope, bearing his
one among Bates debaters It was naime. and dedicated to his educaone of the topics used by Frank tional ideals.
Murray '34 and Randolph WeatherThe convocation address will be
bee '32 on their Canadian trip last
fall. Last year Bates met Swarth- delivered by Dr. Lloyd Heck Marvin,
President
of The George Washingmore on this subject, and that debate was written up In the Univer- ton University and Chaimnan of the
District of Columbia Bicentennial
sity Debater's Annual.
Each man has debated once be- Commission.
The convocation is designated by
fore this year. Mr. Parker was one
of the Bates men to meet the ta ' the Bicentennial Commission as a
glish debaters in the International collateral patriotic event of the
Debate on Free Trade. This coming National Capital': program of partidebate will mark the third torejelc cipation in the Bicentennial celebraclash that Mr. MacDonald has nan
Continued on Page 4, Column 6
with Boston College.

Bates, Boston College
Meet Again in Debate on
Emergence of Women

STERLING GARNET QUARTET
VICTORIOUS IN SPECTACULAR
2-MILE RELAY AT B. A. A.'S
Triumph by^hompPon-Coached Runners Gives
Third Successive Victory in Featured
Boston Games to Bates
TIME 7 MINUTES, 56 2-5 SECONDS
Cole, Jellison, Larv and Adams Lead Boston College and
Bowdoin to Tape After Thrilling Sec-saw BattleAdams. Running Anchor, Climaxes

Race AVith Good Lead
By THOMAS MI'SUKAVK
In winning its third victory in as
many years from a select field last
Saturday night at the 4.1rd annual
running of the classic B. A. A.!
games, the Bates two mile relay;
team stamped itself potentially, at
least, as the greatest to ever represent the Garnet. The time was 7
minutes 56 2-5 seconds, only 1 2-5 i
seconds slower than that of last j
year's quartet, which was th.e fast-;
est which ever competed indoors in'
Boston. As surprised as anyone at
the remarkable performance, for
not even his highest hopes had
planned less than eight minutes,
loach Thompson believes he has in
Norman- Cole, Russell Jellison, John
Lary. and Arnold Adams, four men,
who not only cut their time one
minute each in competition Satur-|
day. but who, with more conditioning, are capable of cutting their
time still further.
Jellison Does 1:M 'J-.l

, ,. no uin College's famous roach,
Jack Ryder, must have underestimated Adam's ability to change
from the quarter to the half. With
the loss of Don Fleet, his anchor
man. he juggled his lineup, and
put Killilea at anchor, and he expected him to win with the advantage piled up by the second and
third men. Starting 20 yards in the
van, Adams ran his own race, apparently confident of his power in
the face of the circumstances. As he
settled into hts stride on the fourth
lap. he began to move up. He passed the B. C. man on the fifth lap,
and went on to win by 15 yards in
1:56 4-5.
Good Spirit in Men
The coach claims that the spirit
of the men is fine, and that every
man felt that he had to do his best,
for unlike the past three years
there was no one like Chapman to
pull the races out of the fire. He is
confident that Adams could have
beaten Donald Fleet, had the latter
competed. This victory makes it
three out of four for Thompson.
His first relay team in this meet
four years ago was the only one to
firish second, when Wally Viles was
knocked down, and lost precious
distance.

Jellison. who seems to improve
With each race, ran the fastest halfmile of the evening in one minute
56 2-5 seconds, and by holding his
have contributed last year.
The third proposal, that the team up on. the second leg. made it
ut committee be reappointed if possible for Adams, running anconditions were not improved by chor, to make up considerable yardspring was made with the idea that age, and win the race with a comFreshmen Mam Second
they should then devote themselves fortable lead. Adam's time was but
to a careful study of various forms one-fifth of a second behind JelliThe yearling mile relay team deof charity now In use In other cities, son's mark. The latter, a former monstrated that it is the fastest to
with t'n ■ Idea of formulating the one Northeastern middle distance star, ever represent the college by finishran cross-country last fall. and ing second to a strong Villanova
bi : suited tor Lewiston.
slarlcd
the winter season two weeks
team.
I'lr' Rochester I'lan
ago in the mile at the K. ('. meet.i freshman
Bill Pricher led off for the Gar"The present Lewiston method is in Boston, when he finished among !
nol the only waj of dealing with the the first four behind Gene Venzke. ( net, but due to lack of work for the
dtuatlon," tin speaker pointed out. world title holder. Then he trained past three weeks on account of a
I the R» in tar plan, for the shorter distance that he pulled tendon^, he lost ten yards,
with Villanova in the lead from the
, o mi I bod, and plans of ran so creditubly last Saturday.
gun.
hei eby m-unf kpal works
The belief that probably the
1'endleton closed up five yards,
instructed under bond team is Bales' fastest strengthened
but he found La Franchise too fast
issue.
by the fact that both Lary and Cole
Pr if. Myhi man i ■ tlmated that have not yet reached the peak of I to make the distance less.
present methods ami condi- their form. Lary has been troubled | Nunnally held good a part of his
. the p ' denartmeni and other by a poor ankle, that has retarded; distance, but he tied up. and Villaincreased Its lead to 20 yards.
relief work In Ilewiston would cost his practise, and furthermore hel nova
the citizens more than $200,000 reported only a short time ago. El Tierney cut the margin to five
and crossed the line in second
from .in"." to June. Exclusive of the Cole, who has been on each of the! yards,
place, with Northeastern third and
city farm; the poor department cost three victorious B. A. A. teams had New
Hampshire fourth. The time
Lewiston an approximate $100,000 no work prior to the race for the
3:36 3-5, the third fastest
last year, $77, i of this falling on pasl two weeks due to a spiked was
time of the evening.
the cltiaens of this city. That these heel, and his approach to two min- freshman
Villanova was under the wire in
figures could be cut, and much more utes is marvelous.
3:35 8-6, but was a full second
acoompHshmenl result should the
slower than a Harvard first year
poor department be placed in expert
Bates Hart Four Opponents
team in an earlier race.
hands, and the community cheat and
Russell Chapman, co-captain last
council of social agencies be substi- Since Holy Cross cancelled her en-i year,
and intercollegiate half-mile
tuted for unorganized giving, was try In the two mile relay. Bates I champion
in 1929, contrary to pubthe belief of th speaker.
faced only four teams, Boston Col-| lished reports did not compete, but
lege. M. I. T.. Harvard, and Bow-, scratched his entry. He is expected
Depression Causes
Preceding h>'< remarks which dealt doin.
to run at the New York A. C. games
Norman Cole led off. and al- to-night.
primarily with the situation in Lewthough
he
ran
his
half
In
2:05
2-5,
i-tun, Prof. Myhrman pointed out
that the problem was by no .means he trailed Daly of B. C, who won
Knov Qualifies
one of local origin. Many, he said, by eight yards, and Rosen of HarBilly
Knox
took his qualifying
vard.
believe that economic insanity on the
in the 40 yard dash in the
part of those who backed the econHere Coaches Thompson and Ry- heat
in 4 4-5 seconds, but he
omic clauses of the Treaty ot Versail- der tried their strategy, and Jelli- afternoon
in the semi-final, and
les is responsible for tha present son was shifted to the second posi- stumbled
to reach the final. Im the evedepression: The speaker was con- tion. He was off after Murphy, the failed
he was among the leaders in
vinced that high prohibitive tariffs Harvard man, with Bowdoin fourth ning
the major Briggs invitation 40
hi i much to do with the situation and M. I. T. last. He passed Murphy yards
dash, but he failed to catch
and pointed out S' well that over- at the quarter in> 55 seconds, very the judge's
eyes in a blanket finproduction, equally termable as fast for a board track, and picked ish.
underconsumption due to maladjust- up on Moynihan. The Eagle lost
Wally
Viles,
'31, and co-captain
ment of income, was likewise a rea- ground, but he passed the baton to
year, who is studying medicine
son f'>r the current conditions, form- Bob Jordan with just a stride over last
Boston, ran the fastest 1000
ing the background of the more seri- Jellison, who had negotiated the in
of his career in 2:19 4.5. His
ous immediata problem.
distance in 1:56 2-5. Harvard pull- yards
is especially gratifying, for he
ed up in third, Bowdoin fourth, and time
practising only three times each
If. I. T. nearly a lap behind. Jelli- is
week. Rags Lind, once state chamson's fine running was the turning pion
in the half was 15 yards bepoint of the race.
hind in the same race.
John Lary, the third Garnet
Clayton Hall, '33, broke 1:20 In
runner, a couple of strides behind his heat of the 600 yard run in the
Bob Jordan, of B. C. settled into a afternoon. Lack of confidence and
dogged chase to follow the fast experience played a strong part im
Eagle. They lapped If. I. T. at the keeping him in third place, outside
quarter, and Bowdoin and Harvard the qualifiers.
i stretched far behind. They held the
Max Wakely, '28, was second to
A larger and better balanced | pace for 5 '/S laps when Jordan Eddie Roll in the final of the same
kicked.
Here
Lary.
not
in
the
best
University of Maine winter sports
event in the fast time of 1:14 1-5.
team, retained its state title for an- of shape, could not summon the He came up with a terrific spurt
necessary
reserve,
and
the
Maroon
other year a.t Orono, Saturday, when
late in the race, and challenged
the smaller Bates squad was able to and Gold runner crossed the line in the Newark man. but did not have
1:58.
Lary
was
three
seconds
slowgain but 28 points to the 38 of the
the strength to pass him.
winner. Bates and Maine were the
only schools represented In the meet,
as no entries were sent from either
Bowdoin or Colby.
Carpenter, ski artist of Bates, was
the individual high point man of the
meet, when he scored first in the
Thursday evening. Feb. 18, at
slalom and down hill ski race, and 7:30, the "Y. W. Bridge" will be
then after having led Green of Maine held in Rand Gym. This party,
over three quarters of the way in sponsored by the World Fellowship
Although Colby has clinched tho
the five imile ski-race, was nosed out Committee of the Y. W. C. A., will state
title, held by the Garnet for
to come in second in the most sen- be for the benefit of Hazel Ling, a ; the past
three years, the Varsity
sational race of the day.
Chinese Girl who is now a student puck-chasers continue their schedule
Robbins of Maine who a week be- at the medical college in Peking.! through this week and next.
fore had broken ithe Dartmouth The Bates Y. W. has sent her a I
The New Hampshire sextet inrecord in the two-mile snowshoe run, scholarship for several years in orwas nosed out after a thrilling finish der to help her obtain, a higher1 vades the St. Doms arena tonight
for a return battle with the Bobcat.
by Whitten, who running true to education.
; A 2-1 defeat was administered the
form, came in to win this event for
The bridge may be an invitation Wildcats at Durham two weeks ago
the fourth consecutive year.
affair, the tables being made up of
In the ski jump. Ashworth of either mixed or unmixed groups. and with a promise of good ice, the
Maine took first while Curtis of the Prizes are going to be offered for encounter should be a sizzling affair.
Bobcat teaim turned in the longeet high and low scores..
Bowdoin returns Friday night
individual jump of the day which
After the bridge refreshments with the faint hope of breaking
measured forty feet. Burati in fourth
will be served and there will be a into the win column and then
was ihe other scorer for Bales in this novel
entertainment of
music. meets the Garnet again on Monday.
event.
The tickets may he secured These two games will wind up the
There were no records broken at from
Elizabeth Taylor for fifty 1932 hockey season for all the
Continued on Page 4, Column 4
cents a couple.
state clubs.

Winter Sports
Bates Delegate
Title Goes To
To Attend Large
Maine 38-28
Capitol Meeting

Y. W. to Sponsor Bridge New Hampshire and
Party Tomorrow Night
Bowdoin on Garnet
Hockey Bill this Week

THE BATES STUDENT, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17,1932
in the conduct of its columns. Until then, we state most strongly that
the Open Forum of this paper is opeu for discussion of all questions
of any nature, no matter how intimate, unless.they be of personal
-lander instead of writings on principles.
If the Open Forum printed todav carries the implication that
there is some degree of antagonism between The Student and The
Student Government we regret that, complying with our own demand
that the Open Forum column remain free, we are forced to print
those parts of the letter which bear out and aggravate that implication. The Student has the utmost respect for The Student GovernBUSINESS MANAGER
Robert LaBoyteaax, 32 ment personnel and its conduct of affairs; its relations with Student
(Tel. 83364)
Government have been and are on the most friendly and cooperative
Women's Editor
of bases. We plead that they so remain, and that no words or disDorothv Puge. '32
cussion whatsoever disturb those mutual, pacific relations.
(Tel. 3207)

EDITOB - IN - CHIEF
Valery Burnti, '32
(Tel. 1056)
Pulilishine Office Tel. 4490

.
MANAGING EDITOE
Elden H. OuBtin. '32
(Tel. 1382)
General News Editor
William Dunliaio. '32
(Tel. 84121)
Sports Editor
Parker Mann. '32
(Tel. 763)
Intercollegiate Editor
Mary Hong, "32

•

Dobate Editor
Shirley Cave, '32
(Tel. 3207)
Women's Athclctics
Allhe.i Howe. '32

EDITORIAL STATE
Prank Byron. '33
Rnrer Derby. '33
Mildred Hollywood, '33
AiaiM Irish. '33
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Ossie

Chapman

When Ossie ( hapman p floated last June, il didn't really seem
:« i'' he had graduate !. for I' ■ was siill so much in our minds, our
hopes for him as»a prospective Olympic contestant were so persisteni and sanguine, our memories of him as one who blazoned the
name of his college across Hi" country were so fresh that lie seemed
as ono of us, a student, an undergraduate still wearing the c dors he
honored far four years.
Today he stands faltering on the threshold of his woi
and wo who know him as friend, co-worker in campus activities, an.;
fellow-student stand expect ntly behind him. hoping that, lib:
llormos leaping into the wind, he will find the strength and the
swiftness that cannot have eluded him since -Tune. We stand waiting
to see that powerful surge of bronzed muscle that wo remember so.
well, carrying Ossie to glory, and carrying us with him. Yes, carrying
us with him. for Ossie no longer belongs to himself; irrevocably ho
has bound himself to us; we lave invested in his future, and we cannot stand by without speaking .'i word while that future vanishes like
a witl-o'-tbe-wisp at dawn.
We speak because we ar3 fearful for Ossie'ts future; in his first
race this season ho failed misi ralily because he hail boon able to prac
tioo only a wool; and a half; ami since that time ho has mainta
an ominous silence. We have a feeling that Ossie has lost hope and
interest; that he will continue to lose hope, while the time lor Olympic
trials draws on apace. It used to be that ho was in his best condition
in winter SO that when outdoor racing came in the spring ho was
strong ami swift. Coach Ray Thompson says that he doesn't see how
Ossie can possibly train himself in time for the Olympic trials unless
he starts in earnest immediately. And Coach Kay ought to know, for
he guided l!at.-" greatest runner for four years.
Hero. then, is an opportunity for the alumni to help an,alumnus.
We wonder that something has not been done before this, (tssie cannot become a championship runner when ho is forced to train in
early evening alter a long day of standing on his feet in a bank.
Much of what wo say now is built upon surmise and rumor, but we
are sure that Ossie is not training under the host conditions, lie has
a small track to run on. and ho must run alone. For one who so enjoyed the companionship of follows, the variety of racing with . >]
lego-mates who beat him in the sprints and trailed him in the half
mile, or breathed hard with him over the hills ami valleys of crosscountry, to bo training alone is in itself a tremendous handicap. And
Ossie is so handicapped.
Wo wish that ho might be back again in the Bates gymnasium
with all its congeniality, with its atmosphere of many fellows striving
to do their best, and in striving, spurring him on too. Why could
not Ossie take a graduate course at Bates? Surely ono more year in
college; ono more year of absence from work cannot seriously harm
him or his future, especially when the chance that will never come
to him again is in the oiling. Or if ho cannot come to Bates again,
where in a few weeks ho would regain his strength and confidence,
cannot some alumnus help him find a place in Boston whore bo might
work and train under adequate coaching on an adequate track.'
This plea cannot be strong enough. Wo have all accepted the
reflected glory Ossie threw upon us; we all demanded more of it;
and neither have wo. nor do we now raise a hand to help him. We
.ill demand that Ossie torture his lungs and legs for us; we are
mutely astounded when he fails to win; we salve our disappointment
with the palaver that Ossie will come through when ho is ready. It
is for those with the power to give him aid to help him now.
II we can by these words assure Ossie that we are as solidly
massed to support him now as we so often massed to support him
when he ran on Garcelon Field we do so assure him. The meteor that
blazed in the sky cannot have faded while we watched. In our anticipation it will, it must blaze again.

More

On

Open

Forum

Policy

We hesitate to write further on points of journalism or editorial policy, but we are more or less against our will forced into it.
We had thought that in all quarters 'if the campus everyone realized
that the Open Forum of The Student was a column of almost absolute free expression, that the editor does not or should not print
in it only communications which agree with editorial opinion, and
that he does not attempt to suppress any outspoken opinion unless to
him it appears unquestionably libelous or unfair.
True. The Student feels called upon to enter into the affairs of
any organization whatsoever, if in so entering it can make saliciu an
error of administration or if in so entering it can. according to its
best judgment, which cannot always be correct, improve the existing
condition of affairs. Il is tremendously naive to suppose that any
organization on the Hates campus, like Caesar's wife, is above reproach. Be that organization Student Government, or the Office of
the Dean of A\ omen; be it The Student itself or the Council on
Athletics, it is not immune to the scrutiny of the press.
The ethics of journalism the world over are bad enough todav.
We might at least keep the collegiate press free to inquire into collegiate affairs. Suppose we say. amplifying upon the theme of the
Open rorum letter of today, that the press of New York Citv should
refrain from comment upon the affairs of municipal government in
New York City.' Suppose we say that journalism in Chicago should
print poeins on rose-buds m Way instead of exposes on the activities
of a corrupt judiciary.' Suppose we say that the press of Lewis'ton
should not paint articles on the administration of the Poor Department?
We should not forget that newspaper open forum columns are
merely a substitute for free speech. Would we say that no one on the
Bates campus lias a right to speak to his room-mate concerning the
probation cases handlel by the administrative offices, or to her roommate concerning rules enacted by those organizations which govern
the women of the college.' When there is a limit to the topics that
may be discussed freely by word of mouth, then The Student will
admit that there is a definite province to which it must limit itself

in research are beyond the scope
;ii the general science student.
1
can see no possibility of a union
with any other club.
A certain
amount of consolidation
might oe
,,possible In the language groups as
they have for a e?mm°% srounu.
^^iJ^^V^Lw^ but
this jg jn the eiementary stages of
each and as one delves into the
different branches the fields become
farther and farther. As this common ground is of an elementary
nature we fool that a club composed
of general science students would
not be able to offer any advantages
or service to its members. Because
of these many obstacles and in
vlew of tne fact that we have a high
percentage of attendance at all of
oar meetings we cannot see how a
«"*« £«**?£* MS S
siblv improve the club situation on
the campus.
Respectfully yours,
NORMAN COLE.
Pres. of the L. C. S.
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Through
The keyHole^

For the first time in recorded
history students addressed
an
sembly of the League of Nations, j
Among the speakers was an American student. James Green of Yale
,, ,,
r,
„
- i i. t.
Tl •
University.
It is significant to note that former-Governor I'ercival 1 . l.ax,. r
Mr. Green made some powerful
o: Maine has taken boat for Europe. He has announced his intentions
and stirring statements which ma
of again attempting admittance into Russia. Russia may perhaps
be said to reflect truly the sentipint him admittance. After his recent outbursts, it becomes apparent
ments of numberless
students the
world over. Speaking of the present
he sadly needs further enlightenment. Yet we wonder il he deserves
generation of college students, he I
admittance. Of course, a Communist from Russia who shouts prosaid.
jndiced tirades against Capitalism would be admitted at any Ameri-Fourteen years after
the ArSenior Formal seemis to be the
can port of entry. Most certainly he would. Countess So-and-So of
mistice the glamor and the heroism <,Vent of this week... Reservations
England was barred because of moral turpitude, but of course we'd
of that period fails to impress us, are certainly going a., expected
admit anyone who only held different political and economic \
.ven when inscribed to gilt on Parker Mann and Max Gordon are
stone memorials.
The sword
has handling them... Especially Parker
Percy, bon voyage!
lost its brilliance; the helmets and . . . (;,•..b him anytime or anyv
shiny buttons
are tarnished.
We ,,„ Campus... He will enjoy it....
The colleges of Maine, and one college in particular are no long
reaped the war dead, but we nues- Red .,,l(j irtabelle went and did it..]
unique in harboring propagandists of Socialism and Communism.
tion the Judgment ot those respon-j Good lack to you both!.... Robert,
The Liberal Club of Williams College in western Massachus
Bible for their death."
I wny ai:l you go away and leave your
In a few well chosen words, the]little sweet alone?
Don't you
drawing delegates from colleges and universities all over New Eng-I
American Btudent observer express- realize that Porky loves to steal loveland and New York recently sponsored a symposium of Capitalism,
ed a viewpoint that goes
far inhy little ladles?.. . Who married the
Fascism, Socialism, and Communism. One speaker even recommended
summing up the reel! a - of many ■ girl from Barcelona?. . . RueeLynh
that the United States can find its way out only through a Fascist
studei
ailed a Cinderella act at the Hebron
regime. Others treated the more radical reform movements. And \ e
"Other speakers have
much at Carnival last weekend.... Some of
we have even more for we oar mare Interesting co-eds v.
have not heard former-Governor Fuller, or former-President Cooli
The Relay teams were
Maybe you will be interested i>> are literally fighting for our lives, tl
of Northampton vociferously state that the colleges of Massacl
,erh last Sat.... And the AY. r.
know What others do in their Mid- ir is my generation which will be
are becoming factories for Communism and Socialism, or Fascisi I.
years.
Hero are some samples. called upon to surrender all they |M ,-.. u<ua\ post-track-<meet biwi.... Roger Willie's Softies are
Theodore
Dreiser
is a
probable consider Worth while in life in order
■rxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv its thought, however,, that there
Democratic candidate for President, to become targets for machine gun all a-twitter and a-flutter over the
tournament that is running
is a method by bullets and victims of the latest
ethics of procedure involved
in and condensation
• MIS gas.
which milk is put in cans. These
rampant through the building
this policy.
It
is
young
men
and
women
of
answers were given by B. I", stuLenz and Culbertson aren't so good
Respectfully,
; dents to make their professors my ago who will be called upon to
Dick and Marjorie make a v ry
LENA WALMSLEY. ; snarl.
commit suicide. It is my generation harming couplet
Good nature
which will be requested to destroy personified... Th-'-j match was made
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx To the Editor of The ctudent:
Imagine going way
According to a survey made by the best oi human culture, perhaps in Heaven
I winch over t(J ,,.„,,. HiH .
on a blin(,
Sir:
professors at X. Y. U., college girls
To th« Editor of The Student:
When, as a delegate of the Law-do less "chiseling" for high grades I future historians will discover to be date,
possible to exWe nnd
Sir:
igence Chemical Society to the con- than do the men. This is just what erroneous, if not stupid or actually p„..e the frefihman. but the SeniorI should like to call the attention gress of clubs. I stated definitely we women here have maintained vicious.
never... Sammie Harm's gym outWe have thus lost interest in be-! fit merits some sort of prize for some
of the editor of The Student and that we did not favor consolidation, for sometime.
ing
prepared
for
cannon
fodder.
other people interested in the con-j it might appear to some that this
reason or other.... Originality, to
We desire to live and to live at: say the most. . . It consists of a pair
duct of campus affairs, to a fund-; statement was narrow minded and
Another questionnaire
given by
peace.
We
desire
to
construct
a
tal principle which seems to not based on any definite ideas. I students of Northwestern Univerof trunks worn over B. V. Q.'s
providing freedom, And far be it from me to overlook
derived slty brings to light these facts)world society
have been overlooked in the con-] believe that the benefits
duct of the column called "The from a cclub by its members depend about an ideal co-ed. She must be a; equal opportunity and a sense of that worn by Anders .... The
Open Forum". I present this point '■ upon alimited membership special- one-man woman, must kiss on th i 'eerrity. We are i herefore petition- brilliant crimson ipanties that speak
of view as a fundamental principle ization in the particular
fields is first date, yet be pure of body and ing you for a substantial reduction
ires
SO SHALL I
which should apply to all campus desirable. The chemical club was an soul, and she must be an intimate of armaments in order to forward STand. . . But he denies it. . . While
this
creative
purpose."
affairs as well as to that of The offspring of the Jordan Scientific dancer. Above all she must not
There is little need to add any on the interesting subject of profs. ..
Student.
Club, which is more in the nature smoke, drink, or indulge in Empress
further comment to such powerfully Prof. Bertocci accidentally translated
of
a
general
science
club
than
is
Eugenie
hats,
The function of a publication is
a phrase as "beautiful-but pure"...
expressed thoughts. The sincerity
Chemical
Society.
to open for discussion, worthwhile the Lawrance
I possible?. . . Just reminiscing
and fervor of the speaker can be
Our
club
was
formed
because
its
If
you
want
your
daughter
to
issues giving the pros and cons in
perceived through the breadth which I . . . Do you realize that in the fall
members
desired
to
belong
to
a
marry,
send
her
to
B.
U.
This
ara non-personal
discussion
of the
Imparted to the construction i of twenty-eight there were eleven
subject. This function would refer club specializing in chemistry. If tide which appeared in a Boston of his glorious
on the Varsity football squad
message. Jt is a mesthis
combination
of
clubs
was
InSunday
Advertiser
feature
story,
especially to those items which are
sage thrown into waters far-distant who weighed two hundred pounds or
adequate
and
undesirable
to
the
continues
to
laud
co-educational
too bic for any one organization to
ripples will grow in size more'.'... Each, of course... How
handle, or possibly too general for chemistry majors at that time it colleges as incubators for success- but its
until
student
bodies the wolrd over! one appreciates these Sunday breakO
Ul
1S
Pr0Ve
Ule
S
me
f
marriageS
If
U
iS
a
arK
any one organization. I refer to" Jh « M.,K °»
. . . Outing Club is doing a swell
.? t. set
"°.T " me
"' m
' ro oct,ve
'j?
"
"- will unite in one solid front to
g rouped
such matters as the consolidation of ""> S™
,. .
2
,°'';'
,
'° ?? -P «»
students, hurl from the saddles of war all j.j|> on the rink... This bane rink
The
opinion
was
expressed
that
Bates
could
offer
the
same.
clubs. A campus weekly might also
affords much material of human inwar-lords.
handle such matters as
have no certain purposes of the different
... However, the power of the
An
encouraging
and
enheartening
clubs
shouldn't
stand
in
the
way
According
to
some
reliable
inmachinery in effect on campus to
(in this particular instance) is
head up the discussion of such sub- »f^consolidation. In my opinion the formation the Pierce-Arrow that note comes to those who lead the a negative factor compared to the
In the attijects as Sunday sports. Even where! pu'po„8es,0r <>bJe«"yes are a Strong 'resident Lowell ot Harvard drove light for disarmament
power of a promise to a co-ed
there is machinery in force to a:gum,'nllt ^f""!1 V,le consolidation, lor several years, is now remodeled tude and demonstrations of Japan- She: "You remind me of the sea". . .
ese college students. They paraded
If
a
club
has
no
objective
then
the
]
as
a
tow
car
for
a
Nashua
N.
H.
handle certain matters. The Student
and campaigned openly in opposi- He: "Wild, restless, romantic?". . .
must be chiefly social get-: garage.
has its place in working with the meetings
She: "No, you just make me sick". .
tion to the government's policy in He
togethers.
These
fundamental
prin-i
„
„
particular organization involved to ciples are ore of the strong arguexecuted a girlish curtsey and
Believe them or not. but here China. The Japanese have revealed
open the matter from all points of ments of the L. C. S. against the are some more E- u- boners found their mettle. Whal is the mettle of I departed. . . Nevermore to return. . .
view. I will stress the point I wish consolidation. The purpose of our il! B- V- exams- "Summum bonum" the students in tailed States. Have! There are more girlrs (at Chase) who
to emphasize — working with the organization is to stimulate interest waa translated "Some bum some they convictions strong enough to "' Mn 10 DO '" an'ecstatic state of
organization.
It is here that the in applied and theoretical diem- sood"; the death of Socrates was make them felt. Is James Green's! uliss when dancing with their resStudent has failed to observe the istry. The
members should
en- C8«sed by an overdose of wedlock: message the hollow soundings of PSCtive partners than ever before in
ethics of procedure concerning its deavor to follow the course of diem- Ir"!(! Baltimore helped Ben Frank- empty drums, or does it contain the ,lle history of man. . Ah. m'children.
relations
with
well
established istry either as a life work or as an "n '" t,le Louisiana Purchase:
In heavy, booming compelling
quali-j ,eaP year certainly has its compensai: stitutions upon the campus.
avocation. They should be ready to 165s tlle Pilgrims crossed the ocean, ties of a reality.
tions... And competition
has its
advantages
Imagine co-eds reI can best illustrate my point by applyy themselves to current chem- and Ulis is kllow" as the Pilgrim's
:o:
Miserable, dietu!
Will
•maining out
until the wee, small
a specific situation.
In the recent ical problems in research and In Progress.
s the ending para- nolin, j,„;( ,„ see Greta greet ner
comment printed
in The Student theories. The club is developing a Professor Gould chuckle when he graph of an editorial
taken
from
man
She i.s a sedate dancer.
concerning the Women's Student correspondence with the graduate reads these last two!
.THE CRIMSON AND WHITE of n'est-ce pas?... We have it on the
Government Organization, criticism members to inform them about the
This is the latest about absent- the University of Alabama "It has
I of authority that this fascinating
was made of the conduct of its af- activities of the club and through minded professors. A professor of been stated that a final exam is
fairs by ore of its own members, them we hope to find employment Franklin and Marshall reported the about as much good to a falling bit of dancing was performed by a
The Student, evidently thinking it- for some of our members after thelt of his car to the police when student as a post mortem surgical
A brilliant dancer from
New York. . . "Come, and trip it. as
self in a position to judge rightly graduation. This service would
he tailed to locate it alter a class, investigation. It is just too late to
of an internal situation within the impossible in a
A check-up showed that he had do anything concernine the mat- yon go. on the light fantastic toe". .
made a
organization itself, printed the en- theoretical chemistry and problems walked to class that morning
■tor '•
concerning the mat line Winter Sports team
ticism as one needing to be brought very crortitahle showing at Maine. . .
to the attention of the Women's
• r they would have won tli«
Student Government Board. Let me
met I if they had another man of
explain with a few general comthe .jarne calibre. . . . Manson seems
ments just what this meant.
to be finding the stronger sex interWe have on the Women's side of
esting, to say the least... Also the
most... More later... Soph. Hop
the campus three strong organizacommittee is experiencing the usual
tions for the conduct of Women's
affairs, each working in close touch
difficulties. . . Aren't we all?. . . We
with the students themselves and
l< n't hear much of Big Ben lateiv. .
with the college administration.
\ e:y strange. . . Philanthropic Tubby
Each of these boards holds admigoes to Chase and
doesn't dance
rably conducted elections each year.
more than one set. . . WHY???.
The Student Government Board, in'
What, oh what, can it be?..... Gil
its position of responsibility and
wishes to express hie appreciation of
importance elects on its board the
the tumultous applause last Sat..
most outstanding and reliable citiSaid he was so surprised he couli
zens on the women's side of the
have been knocked over toy a
;
campus.
Each class is represeated
machine gun. . . Isn't this a sad time
of
on this board as well as the various;
year?
Stan Harris has go:
houses. Machinery is thus set up|
ratal. . . Just another rival for Tom
for the handling of all matters
(others are Bing. Rues, Rudy Morwhich fall within its jurisdiction.!
ton, and Cab .Callaway) . . . Can" von
This organization has the thorough
picture the difficulty cf attempting
backing and respect of the administo combine so many different styles
tration of the college. It not only
of vocalizing?.... xote the demise
has a fine organization but it does
of Millen s autocratic rule of Dent
business. It meets every week to
sche Verein... Then there was the
discuss the conduct of its affairs,
lover who called his wif'
devoting sincere effort to meeting
, '^because she was alwayi
successfully the various situations
e RUN
'." ,':'
She WM elway,
within its jurisdiction. In spite of
T
„
\. ™ost always SHARP, and
all this effort for the reception of
SEE NATDRAiL
Although she
comment and criticism ,ln spite of
could t.p the SCALES at a great
the thoroughly
reliable
memberclip, she had no weight with her
ship of its board, in spite of its re- j
hu„hand... When she married him
lationship to the college, in spite of
he was a MAJOR in the Hon«
its regular weekly meetings for the
Marines, .getting bit by bit (two bits
conduct of just such business, The
" ;
iry). for the starving mare,,
Student feels called upon to enter;
woo had halitosis... But, that was
into the affairs of this organization.
ne
after
hart worked
>,-.,,.i,,..i as
-.^ a„ coal
„..„i
I believe it is out of order to take
._„he ha(l
WITH the application of electricity to aircraft
-VUAUR
and given his wife a strir.c
up such matters without first giving
intermittently operated air whistle is directed down<>i CHORAL beads. . . Yes. they were
the organization involved, a chance
instruments, another chapter was written in the
ward. The echo is picked up in a receiving megaphone,
to handle this situation. The orgaworth TEXOR twelve dollars, but the
annals of air transportation. To-day's ship is not only
and
the
sound
is
heard
through
a
stethoscope.
The
nization has a right to feel that The I
Rift was ACCIDENTAL. . . But who
swifter but safer and more dependable. Modern
elapsed time' between the sound and the echo
Student is overstepping its prero-|
cares?... Why d'.dn't he call her
depth-soundins
devices
indicate
instantly
the
height
of
gative. Moreover, if The Student
BE?. . . She was always after BO.
determines the height Tests show that water, buildthe ship above the ground surface. A unique feature
continues to encourage the recepand when you find RE after DO you
ings, woods, etc., produce echoes that are different
tion of such criticism which should
of General Electrics recently purchased monoplane
will also find ME after RE. . . . How
and characteristic.
logically be handled by another orPA is this going?. . . FA enough. . .
is the almost completely electrified instrument panel.
ganization, it is definitely on a camSOL ong. . .
Besides developing a complete system of aircraft inpaign to undermine the unity of orThe most recently developed instrument is the sonic
struments, college-trained General Electric engineers
ganizations.
ppntMnacMMttjaoanriinnpiii 11 m v
altimeter, which provides a quick means of indicating
have pioneered in every electrical field—on land on
X
X
I would suggest therefore, that
changes in height above ground. Sound from an
sea, and in the air.
in the conduct of its affairs. The I
;
Student respect the functioning organizations on. the
campus.
first
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
giving them
the opportunity
to
handle their own affairs. I am in
An Awful Responsibility
thorough sympathy with many proposals made by The Student and in
SALES
By KKITH PRKSTOX
general with its efforts for openF. N G I N E F.
I am the captain of my soul;
minded discussion of subjects withI
rule it with stern joy;
in its province. I would recall to
And yet I think I had more fun,
When I was a cabin boy.
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Peace by Military Training
j Article o/ Colonel Farrand

schools that their experience is similar to mine.
A boy will say to me Quite frankly
"Well really you know, I am sort of
fed up on military work. If an emergency should arise and I'm nee I I
so. of course, but I think I'd like
Rogers Lord '31 Sends Peace~Article" on "Takine aI'llchange.
I've enjoyed the work and
I know its done me a lot of good,
the Romance Out of War".—Switzerland
but there isn't much of the romance
Held as Example.
left in it."
And right there, in my opinion, is
(Baiter's Note:
At this time of i versa! of^h^iHTT^
flu.-tiu.tibn between ideals of peace'ma
H
t^l ,experiences in the the answer to the question that was
B ab Ul
°
"0me- causing the young professor such
1(,.,1 .hose of war, between militarism thins: ahom^-hfl "
vexation of spirit. War still has, un„„ paciHcism. it may be best to reSttaew very
Uttle V.** ""2* he fortunately, a tremendously romantic
both sides of the argument. For that' which mv nw„ ' ex er •enconc6rnin*
reason The
Student this- week ; more ,h™ ,£?
P ' ce during appeal for tin unti-aiiu-,1 youth. Take
the romance out of it. and and the
,„,.,,,,* the statement of Colonel ! me e flu" ' " ^ *** taUght appeal is gone. That's human nature.
Roy V. Farraiul, president of the
,,
u
s the COI
Association of MUitarv Colleges and .
»c'ufiion of his ad- That's common sense. If the good
Siliools of the United States, entitled'
,^s wnlcn Prompted me to seek an people who try to bring a bom per••Taking The Komance Out of War" ' a";"e"ee with h(n> later. "Is there manent peace by the prohibition of
ami printed in the August 1931 is-'
danger", he said, whih im- military training were bett-r psy.,ic of the Cosmopolitan Maua/Jne :>re1s?,0"able women in his audience chologists, they would realize that
their very strictures upon military
d aB een,el,t
Who sn» that eventually jnilttu™
.
!!
' he bei"K l "»»*
naming tends individuals an.l groups '.?'*',= " "a"«*°me young man of en- training add to its attraction for the
,„»...<1 peace. To us it seems Jke
" personality. "Is there not vigorous, virile youth to whom
I denied. Make it commonplace and
..range rationalism, but the thought f^82^ ,""i1li"', »'",ni"K »t that you destroy its power to attract.
y U B s,u,l nt
i, worth consi.le.imj, and his con - mln
T ,"'" *"''
""'
°
"
«'
■
That is exactly what has hapi
,,!,.,• statement follows.
;
" "• towaKl »af''"
in Switzerland, for instance,
! !3ugges ted l0 him
The article was sent to The St..
later that there every male citizen i- a trained
1
,1c... by Mr. C. Rogers L.,,,1
who T T"^ mCl! Ln thi'1 country to- Isoldier. That'- why
prariuated from Kates in June a
',,"
I had militar>- training Jingoes in Switzerland. You i
«
while he was hm', ,va ,,"". '" "'£ £2th' S° thal lf a ireful i hear your trained gotdieT ah
K.ive in all affairs of his "lass ml h S , aTly S,""Vey Were made- •" for war. II" know,; too w, !! Whs
allege. He is now «£,£. JS^ £2"? a^'ilm".,?:".
""* qUeS- means. Switzerland, be it
D
niedical work at Tufts Medical l,?v"„*f.
™ lf he hatl ever ma<1° whi re i v. ry adult m I
i,,t< m:lti
School Once again The BLEFX £$ tE£l*«S'S1T5
"
'"'
a d that he nad m
presses Ma gratitude for the co'
"
but once In
1 ha
operation and suggestions of alumve always regretted that I did flfl y j
not n
">'•)
|
ave the opportunity to say to
Bn I would b,
! ,nal audience of club women as one
t ,
ary trail I
He was a scholarly and rather who had intensive milit" v tr, n ,
u if I cor,:.i i, assur d I
I
onymc.ng young professor from on= | in his youth. as one "ho ha, had
of America's great universities. One supervision over the training of would never bi another war
the world shall
i
ol OUT "young intellectuals", I fanty thousands of others, and as one who
te ol
would be his proper classification. As for more than thirty-five years has am for example a firm
. i h
an invited guest, I sat tor a.n hour in• been in constant contact with the fencing as an Indivl Inal zer
vogue of th? duello past
'li5£SS ?« earnest club women | military training of boy,: that my more than a hundred j
a ea
'"» . h 11
M™,C ^Pos'-1 Profound conviction is tha. military yet tens of thousan Is
f
mn of the menace of military train-! training at that age not only does Americans
today
are
ag in our high schools.
n„, -give th6 younR etlI(U.nt a mind
ng. The int. r si In th,
Time was when, as a student, I set toward war", but that In a large grown tremendously
in the
it at the feet of many college pro- measure it does just the opposite, I quarter century. Thos, »1
esons and worshipped at the shrine think there are the soundest of psy- lest the military training Of. J
of their superior erudition. They chological reasons why that is so.
will promote war. might B S : ••
.presented to
me. then,
— ......
„„^„, learning
*jae
iiky fcreuiesi
One ui
of my
greatest pruuiems
problems irom
from worry lest this in, I
iv«i iiiiis i
knowledge and wisdom. They the standpoint of my sincere interest fencing will lead to a revival of the
:ked to me of things about which in the maintaining of an adequate duel as a means of settling pi reonal
I knew very little, and about which national defense is to persuade the disputes.
apparently they knew very much. I lads of my institution to keep up
Th3 value of fencing is In
say "apparently"' advisedly, because their interest actively in military products. It promotes grace, agility,
«:'h added years and experience, I training after their graduation— strength, quickness of h
lara found that some of the things either in college or later as officers rapid coordination. So also th( rain
ihey taught me were not so.
of the National Guard or the Reserve of military training is largely In itBut my experience with the young Corps. I know from my close con- by-products and the traits of
professor on this occasion was a re- tacts with the heads of other military soldier are an even gre

a man in the pursuits of peace, than
they are in the activities of war.
The military schools and colleges
of this country recognize that fact.
Tli y arc , locating and training hoys
by methods thai they have found to
be sound in their own ezperii
.Some of then:
.. '■ .■ .; Dg the
third generation of A:
>,..
In one sens
y tarn to a hrantags
that romantic appeal which things
military have for the average boy. II
m their lirst strong hold on
It helps win his loyalty and his

Mi. Bnl their training :

e, and if through his intimate
•onta.-t with
military real the end of
tie of the glamour
the more

ready to a

uniform of

I the

,n.
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A new series of discussion groups land Elizabeth Best discussed it.
opened
last
Wednesday
evening ! The committee in charge of tho
when nine gatherings took place at ! meeting was Dorothy Sullivan, Marthe homes of various faculty mem- cella Shapiro, and Pierre Provost.
bers, and on campus.
There was a meeting of Cosmos
About one hundred
women attending these meetings assembled Club on Thursday, February 8. RevBy JA.VKS F. GltEF.X (YALE)
later in the reception room at Rand erend Harold Frost, who was forHall for a short devotional service, j merly a missionary to India, spoke
Reporter, for American Students
The second meeting of these i on tiie religion, customs, education,
at Geneva
groups will take place this evening, i and people of India.
I had an opportunity this morn- The discussion groups are sponsor-,
i. g (February 6th) to address the ed by the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. j
• inament conference on behalf C. A.
:o:
of the American
college student
through the Intercollegiate DisarmDer Deutsche Verein conducted a
ament Council and the Student meeting Monday evening, February
Founded .900
Christian .Movement.
8. Arthur Schitzler the Austrian]
It was a unique meeting. The re- dramatist, who recently died, was;
Coi.ic CF. mm and women—prep«re for a profusion of widrninu interest and opportunity.
ception of petitions was held owing the author under discussion. Eliza-'
Recent research has enlarged the scope of
to the initiative of Arthur Hender- beth McGrath retold the story of|
every phase of dentistry. The field demand*,
son and the support of Miss Wool- his life and discussed his works in
more than ever before, men and .women of
ability backed by superior training Such
ley. It :'< the first time in history general. Violet Blanchard read one
trainine Tufts College Dental School offers to
that students have had a chance to of his plays and Jeannette Gottesits ttudenls. School opens on September 29,
1952. Our catalog may guide you in choosing
addn BS a League meeting. The field reviewed "Der Puppenpieler".
your
career. For information address—
eting began with the procession
Cecile
Chaminade
was
the
topic
WmuM RICE, D.M.D., ScD.. Dion
of two hundred and fifty women
416 HuntinRton Avenue
Boston. Mass.
senting all nations carrying of the meeting of La Petite Acadepetitions with eight million signa- mie on Tuesday evening. Blanche
tures. The speakers included rentatives of Christian
Move)A Y T I M E
SNAPPY
ts, Trade Unions, Second InterAN 0 E
national, and Lord Cecil for the
mil
POBTSWEAE
ration of League of Nations
COLLEGIATE GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN
iations. He made strong proCharge Account Service
's for abolition of all arma109-111 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, Maine.
monts for aggressive purposes, including tanks, big guns, big cruisers
and submarines.
Desire for Disarmament
I made a two thousand word
Btatemenl
explaining the strong
WE SPECIALIZE IK
desire for drastic disarmament of
Ladies'
Furnishing—Gifts—Art
Needlework
the American students as expressed through the poll and delegation
Instructions Tree
79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.
to Hoover. I was also authorized to
present results of British students'
Ion.
1 expressed the
conviction
of
students that war settles nothing,
that students have lost interest in
being cannon fodder, that an inter-!
national government should replace
nationalism and state sovereignty,
end that students desire to build a
Bates 1904
world society. Also that those beELM STBEET
lieving in God want a world
reflecting His love. Speech well reed by League officials and reporters.
Compliments of
Please continue campaign.
Our
disarmament
work is merely begun.

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL

Frocks for

D;

CORTELL'S

but to ti:
l ■•

Green, Reporter
At Geneva For
Students, Speaks

Cassista spoke on her life.

rine
LaMontagne
explained
the
Y. Opens New Series
"Scarf Dance" and
Marcella Shapresented it in music. GeraldDiscussion Groups | piro
ine Wilson played "The Flatterer"

of the (;
[He playa
L'pon bis Chequer-board of N1
[and
r and thi
and
[ch cks, and
And or.
k in the Cl
Hays.
—RubaiyaJ of Omar Khayyam

Hecker-Franson Needlecraft Shop

Say it with Ice Cream

QEORQE A. ROSS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

46

was atrai
Iraid

A

ran dram er

wou Id be Shocked
TTTE'S rather a hossy old darling,
JL X and I didn't know how he'd
like the idea of my smoking.
'The first time I lit a Chesterfield
in front of him, he sniffed like an
old war-horse...and I braced myself
for trouble. But all he said was,
'That's good tobacco, Chickabiddy.'
"You know Grandfather raised
tobacco in his younger days, so he
knows what's what. I don't, of course
—but I do know that Chesterfields
are milder. It's wonderful to be
able to smoke whenever you want,
with no fear you'll smoke too many.

c
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D
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PROGRAMS

M

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Y

Expense should not bo considered for Quality Production

'And it doesn't take a tobacco
expert to prove that Chesterfield
tobaccos are better. They taste better... that's proof enough. Never
too sweet. No matter when I smoke
them... or how many I smoke...
they always taste exactly right.
"They must be absolutely pure...
even to the paper which doesn't
taste at all. In fact...as the ads
say...'They Satisfy!"

Merrill & Webber Co.
Printers

—

Paper Rulers
—
Bookbinders
Office and Plant
95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE.
(S FLOORS OP MODERN EQUIPMENT)

QEO. V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Grruen Watches
DIAMONDS

-

80 LISBON STREET,

WATCHES
LEWISTON

MAINE.

COLLEGE PHARMACY
Where the Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE

AND

FOUNTAIN

nCOLLEGE
n,,,,
AND PRESCRIPTIONS
SABATTD8 BTBBETS

SEEVICE

COMPOUNDED
Tclcphono 3U0-1

Compliments of

New Method Dye Works
DISTINCTIVE

Paul Carpenter
11 West Parker

(PHOTOGRAPHY

CLEANING and PRESSING
TEL. 3620
MOST

COMPLETE

AND

UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

• Wrapped In Du Pont Number 300 Moisture-proof
CeUophano...the best and most expensive made!

H^LPLUMMER

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MADf ST..

LEWISTON, MAINE.

Upholstery — Draperies

THE BEST IS TOWN
FOR WOMEN AND MEN

Window Shades

BILL, The Barber

J. K. CAMPBELL
^ , .. 37%
Tel. 3172

Sab

»ttus Street
LEWISTON

CHASE

HALL

Two Best Places To Eat—at

For GOOD CLOTHES and
FURNISHINGS

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

WHEELS* CLOTHING CO.
Cor. MAW and MIDDLE STS
Special discount given to college .Indent.

.„S^ik8' p001"1 *nd Hom« Made Pies
All Sport I,ewa by Radios While You Eat
Bates Street,
Lewiston, Maine.

CRONIN & ROOT
THEY'RE MILDER • • THEY'RE PURE • • THEY TASTE BETTER

They £aZijpj

SELL

m

USBOK ST*E2?

D

CLOTHES

LEWMTON

n

!<!&
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the relay team and S80 man, is also
entered in the 1000 yd. run
with
Smith. Raymond, and Butler completing the Garnet entries in this
event.
Captain Norm Whitten,
present
state 2 mile champion, and individual winner of the New
England
C inrtinued from Page 1
cross-country run, and Paul Carpenthe meet this year, but the winning
ter, winter sports artist and crossof the 150 yard snow shoe dash in
country man, are the two Bates entries in the two-mile run.
With Ken 'White leading the ..,•- 21 seconds by Hardieon of Maine was
Dill in I'ole-Vault
taking
j tack, the Bates freshman
hockey j considered very good, time
Harry Dill in his pet event the team snowed an avalanche of goals; Into consideration weather conditions
pole-vault. Jack Eaton in the 45 yd. j over the hitherto unbeaten Bridgton i which were far from favorable.
high hurdles, Knox and Sampson in | Academy pucksters last Thursday at
Tha large junior
varsity squad
the broad jump, Amos Gorham
in the St. Doms Arena to win
this
trip,
by a was not taken along on
the
shot-put,
and
Douglas
and score of 8-2. Although
Bates was but they should form a valuable reThe newest
feature
of
winter Clapp in the 35 lb. weight complete never in danger, scoring 4 goals in
- I " from which to fill the vacancies
track athletics,
the New
England the entries in the track
and field the first period, the game was fast on the varsity which will be caused
Indoor Intercollegiate
meet,
will contests.
i and interesting
throughout,
with by graduation of team members this
lind about twenty
members of the
A mile relay team, to be picked several spirited scrimmages adding year.
Bates squad participating Saturday from a half dozen candidates, will •considerable color to the gam.-.
Tin' Summaries
afternoon and evening In the Bos-^ meet Springfield
in a special dual.
The play of the Bates forwards.
Two-Mile
Snow Shoe Race: Won
ton Garden.
. Although Bates has been placed in j Lynch. White and Yeaton is worthy
by Whitten iBi:
second. Robbdns
This meet, sponsored by the I 111- class B., the fact that the opponent of mention,
and the play
of the fM); third. Clayton Hardfcon <M);
versity Club' of Boston,
will
find is from class A is a feather in the I two Bridgton forwards, albeit outfourth.
As.hton (M). Time,
eight
twenty-two college teams competing cap of Coach Thompson and his reclassed, merits commendation. Th<>;
in a dozen different
events.
The; lay squad. The candidates for this | third period was exceptionally fas!; minutes. 31 seconds.
Ski
Jump:
Won
by Ashworth.
colleges have
been rated
in two team are Adams, Hall, Lary, Sampj with Bridgton scoring two goals on I
CM); second, Curtis (B): third Daclasses
according
to size.
Those son, and Jellison.
la substitute goalie and Bates com-!
Best
competing in class
A are Brown.
No team is allowed to enter mor» ' ing back strong to secure the game vis (31); fourth, Burati (B).
jump, in feet.
Harvard.
Holy Cross. Tech,
New, than thirty seven men, and although
with three goals,
mainly
through I
Hampshire, Northeastern,
Spring- there is very little basis of compar150-yard snow shoe dash:
Won by
the work
of Yeaton
and Norman.;
field, and Yale. Listed in class B ison at present,
the Garnet squad GilnVan performed yeoman
second, Roservice' Louis Hardison CM);
are Amherst. Hates.- Boston Univer- should make a favorable showing in
:i. (M);
third. Johnson (B);
indefense,
and
what
pucks
sity, Bowdoin. Colby,
Connecticut this first meet of the current season.
fourth.
Bobbins
(M).
Time
21
managed
to
get
by
the
air-tit;lit
State, University of Maine. Massa-;
second.;.
Frosh defense were all turned away
chusetts State.
Middlebury,
NorFive-mile ski race: Won by Green
by Helchman. former Lewiston High \
wich, Rhode
Island State.
Tufts,
goalie,
who is one
of the
main- (M); second,, Carpenter (B); third.
Worcester Polytechnic,
and
Wesfourth,
Elliott (M).
si ays of the present frosh team and Davis 'Mi:
leyan.
has already seen some action with Time, '■'■ I minutes, 3 seconds.
(James Good Criterion
300-yard ski race downhill: Won
the varsity.
The Saturday Night
games will
by Carpenter (B);
second, Curtis
The inter-class basketball league
So far the freshman hockey team (Hi: third. Davis (M): fourth, Buprobably give a fairly good estimate
undefeated, has yet to lose a game
and give-; rati i B>. Time. 16 seconds.
of the comparative strength of the finds the seniors still
respective teams that will meet for the juniors and freshmen all even promise of being one of the fastest
Slalom: Won by Carpenter. (B):
with the
sopho- yearling puck squads as yet turned'
the outdoor New England title at- irr second place,
second. Davie i M i; third. Sorrenson
mores
yet
to
win
a
game.
out at Bates.
Brown University in May,
as the.
IMI; fourth, Ashworth (M). Time
The seniors took over the sopho- BRIDGTON
same colleges will
be represented
FRESHMEN 12.6 seconds.
mores
Thursday
by
a
score
of
26-13
with the exception of Harvard and,
Wilkinson, Fitzgerald, lw
■
:o:
with Jekanoski popping half of his
Yale.
rw, Norman. Lynch
Dr.
Ernest
Wilkins.
president of
team's
total.
In
a
much
closer
Billy Knox. state 100 yd. cham-;
Cook. Quinn. c
c, Whit"
Oberlin College,
suggests
a new
finally went McCarthy. Williams. r.w
pion of three years ago, will be en-1 game, the freshmen
type of college to be organized for
tered in
the 50 yard
dash,
and down to defeat at the hands of the
lw, Zook, Yeaton
the non-professional students. Here
with May. Rendall. Id
should fare better than the previous juniors 27-21. John Stevens
rd. Gregg. HU1 the course
would
be only
three
week when a mishap
at the start nine points and Lenzi with eight led Basil. Gallagher, rd
years in length.
of the semi-finals threw him out of their respective teams.
Id, Stone. Oilman
a scoring place.
Block, g
g, Dixey, Heldman
Third Period
Arn Adam*, state and New EngSome playful fraternity
men at
Score. Bates Freshmen 8. Bridgland 440 yd. champion, and hold-1 Lafayette
University left
a fake ton Academy 2.
unassisted
Referee,
Murphy. 6—Bridgton, McCarthy,
er of the Trout 600 trophy, will run bomb on the doorstep of a faculty Time of periods 1 Tiniins.
2:11.
7
Bridgton. Wilkinson, unassisted
in the 100 yd. event and
on the member's house. When it was disFirst Period
covered police were called who ar1:09.
mile-relay team.
Huss Jellison who turned in the rived with all the necessary para- 1—Bates.. Yeaton. unassisted 2:22. S—Bates. Yeaton. pass. White 4:15.
fastest half in the relays last Satur- phernalia for the painless dispatch 2—Bates, White, unassisted 3:29.
!>
Hates, Norman, rebound 2:43.
day, is likewise doubling up in the of the bomb. After it had been sub- 3—Bates, Lynch, unassisted 1:18.
10—Bates. Yeaton, unassisted 3:01.
100 yd.
run and the relay,
as is merged in water, it was found to be 4—Bates, Yeaton. pass. White 6:17.
Pen-ltles—Basil, lighting,
FitzJack Lary. a third member of the made up of one and a
gerald, tripping. Basil, check. Stone,
half alarm
Second Period
great two-mile quartet.
clocks, two tubes
of tooth paste, 5—Bates,
McCarthy,
unassisted, tripping. May. chock,
Quinn, tripNorm Cole, veteran member
of and a pencil.
2:11,
I ping.

Bates-Maine
Freshmen Top
Winter Sports
Bridgton 8-2
In Ice Tussle

Bates Has Men
In New Indoor
Intercollegiates

Indoor Intercollegiate
Big Track Event of
Winter Season

Seniors Yet Undefeated
In Class Basketball

Coach (Jelly Leads
St Doms to 3-1 Win
Over Bobcat Pupils
After hattling
into a
tie halfway through
the first
period
to
equalize an early score,
a scrappy
Gelly-coached Bates
sextet trailed
the same Charlie Gelly's St. Dominies strong amateur cluh of Lewiston in one
of the
most
exciting
games of the season. Held for the
benefit of the unemployed the game
attracted a crowd of over 300 people, and added $25 to the fund, it
was announced. Joe Murphy balanced the goal St. Dom's had made in
the early minutes, when he converted Secor's pass before the net. This
deadlock continued
until
Barney
Goulet, wing for
the town
team,
scored the winning goal late in the
second period. Even the mentor added to his pupil's
discomfiture,
?s
Gelly
made
a goal
in the
last
period.
St. Doms Start Early
St. Dom's wasted
little time in
getting underway, and in less than
two minutes after the start. Larry
Charest, a Lewiston High freshman,
and St. Dom's recruit,
coming in
fast, drove home a
rebound from
his stick that Flynn had just turned aside.
After Murphy had
scored,
the
Garnet -continued its aggressiveness,
and extended LeBlanc to stop several difficult shots.
The play was hard, but particularly clean, only three minor infractions of the rules incurring
penalties. St. Dom's powerful first line
forced the play.
When the second
line relieved, it continued the same
relentless pace. Sid Ayotte extended
Plynn
at one time and the Bates
man
saved
sensationally
as
he
came out to turn the vicious drive
aside. Frank Soba and Ben White,
sturdy defence men, kept the fast
skating local
aggregation
at baynearly the entire period. St. Dom's
was rewarded
for its
aggressiveness after 18 minutes, when Barney
Goulet tried a slow, sliding
shot,
that
did not
leave
the
ice, and
trickled under Flynn's stick for the
winning score.
The third
period
started
fast,
and Charest was in on the defence
with a hard shot.
In the third period,
St. Dom's,
with LeBlanc. standing
out,
presented
an
impenetrable
defense
to the apparently untiring efforts of
the Garnet to tie.
:o:

Hockey Sextet
Drops 4-0 Game
At Waterville
The Bates Puck squad journeyed
to Waterville Monday night, only to
meet with a 4-0 defeat at the hands
of a fast and
clever Colby sextet.
Though the Bobcats fought until the
last whistle, they were powerless
against the brilliant cage work of
Bob
Violette.
Colby goalie,
and
former Bates freshman star.
The game was fast; neither team
was master of the situation for the
first two periods,
Colby, however,
managed to start the scoring when
Captain Wilson shot one past Flynn
when the period was half over.
After the first goal, the
Garnet
defense tightened up, but at the end
of the eecond
period,
Pomerleau.
Colby wingman,
skated
past
the
defense and passed to Ross, who
made the goal. Ross scored twice in
the last iperiod. both times from
scrimmages in front of the cage.
Ross, a freshman. Wilson, and Violette starred for Colby. Ray McCluskey, Joe Murphy,
and Secor,
first
string Bates wingmen, gave Violettte
plenty to think about, and the second
line, consisting of Ralph McCluskey,
Swett, and
Ken White
functioned
smoothly, but no shots got past the
Colby goalie.
The win for Colby gives the
upstate college
the
State championship, held by Bates for two years.
The summary:
COLBY
Pomerleau
Ralph McClnskey.
Ray McCluskey, rw
Wilson, Robitaille, c
Swett, Murphy, c
Roes, Fuller, rw
K. White, Secor, lw
Hilton. Rancourt. Id B. F. White, rd
Hucke. McDonald, rd
Rugg, Berry. Soba, Id
Violette. g
Flynn, g
Score, Colby 4; Bates 0.
Goals: First period,
Wilson, unassisted.
Second .period,
Ross assisted by
Pomerleau.
Third period, Ross 2. ttnassisted.
Referees. Brooks and Cutter.
Time 3-15's.

Club Congress
Copr.. 1932. The
American Tubicco Co.

//

LUCKIES are certainly
kind to my throat

HOT TAMAtEl
lupe landed in Hollywood with
on© lone dollar and no part to
play ... But now she has nine
fur coats, 15 canaries, the world's
loudest lounging pajamas, and
dozens of men ga-ga about her
. . . We hope you liked her in
the M-G-M PICTURE, "THE CUBAN
LOVE SONG," as much as we
did. lupe's been a LUCKY fan
for two years . . . There was no
—what is politely called "financial consideration" for her statement. Gracias, Lupel

"No harsh irritants for Lupe. I'm a LUCKY fan. There's
no question about it—LUCKIES are certainly kind to
my throat. And hurrah for that improved Cellophane
wrapper of yours—it really opens withf~)
f QJL
out a tug-o'-war—thanks to that tab."
^^^^5^

"It's toasted

Your Throat Protection-against irritation-against cough
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minutes with the vorld's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose
gossip of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

Continued from Page 1
number of clubs. Definite limitation
of membership or nighta for club
activities could not be settled upon.
Murray's Plan Finds Favor
Before the consensus
of opinion
was taken by vote of clubs as units.
Valery Burati urged that the anotto
"Give Service" be adopted
by all;
that we giive up our "aristocracy of
brains and intelligence benefiting
those who need it least, and depriving those who need it moet. "'The
sentiment divided between those who
favored
the
Murray
plan
being
Spofford. Alethea.
Der
Deutsche
Verein, La Petite
Academis,
and
Ramsdell Scientific, and those whose
interests and purposes were not in
harmony with
consolidation
being
Lawrence Chemical. Lambda Alpha
Cosmos, Y. W. C. A., Men's and Women's Politics. Phil-Hellenic, and
Sodalitas Latina. Jordan Scientific
was in favor of a meeting of the
science groups to .investigate.
After a plea -by Elden Dustin '32
as representative of The Student, for
the general principle, definite action
was deferred until two weeks'
investigation by a commute could take
p'-"e. The chairman was authorized
t* the committee.

♦

BIRTHDAY TEA
AT MRS. CUTT'si

Bates Delegate
Continued from Page 1
tion. It is also scheduled as an official part
of the
program of
the
Department
of Superintendence of
the National Education Association
and
will
be attended
by several
thousand
members
assembled
in
Washington.
Mr. Ranger graduated from Bates
with the Claims of 1879 with Phi Beta
Kappa
honors.
He has been Commissioner of Education of the State
of Rhode Island since 1922. He has
done considerable writing
in the
educational field: among his works
are "A History of Education in Vermont", and many educational surveys and pamphlets. He was Overseer
of Bates during the 'period.
19161920. and took up similar duties in
1924. Upon his
graduation
from
college
he
becaune .principal
of
Nichols Latin School, and held that
position until 18S0. Following this
he engaged in educational work in
Lenox. Mass.. Lyndon. Vt., and was
State Superintendent of Education in
Vermont between
1900
and 1905.
His offices at the present time are in
Phe State House in Providence. R. I.

On Thursday, February ii,h
I
very delightful tea was given „ * «l
n
hnme of Mrs. Cutfe to :, £, Jm
whose birthdays come |n Feljri51'''!
The hostesses were .Mrs. cuUs ,a.rv-|
Thompson, Mrs. Hovey, Mrs R,. T
Mrs. Crafts.
and Mrs.
Luw*>|
Madame Gray, Mrs. Gray, alli, D"c*.|
Clark were guests.
Each 0{ !*'l
hostesses
provided
a game; ,• I
prizes were won
by Shirley' cal*
Rebecca Carter, and Louise MaUhd
son. This was an especially attract
ive tea Wecause
of the
charmS
manner in
which
the
ValenuJ!
motif was carried out.
The following girls were presoj..
Dorothy Diggery. Lucile Jack, "p",
beeca Carter. Shirley Cave, ho^n
Mallinson. Evelyn Farnham, R~?
Rounds, Verna Geddes, Mary Bt,|
terfield.
Mira
Briggs.
Gerirw,"
Diehl. Marjorie Avery.

HOT TOASTED SANDWICH*!
Pastry and Hot Coffee
at our Fountain

Jordan's Drug- Store
ON THE CORNER

Most of the fellows at Amherst
have taken out insurance on their
derbies because so many get stolen.

51 COLLEGE STREET
We can show you & varied selection

Good Clothing
Good Furnishing

PRIZE

POPULAR PRICES

FOUNTAIN

Haskell & Hopkins
27

LISBON

STREET

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAs|
LADIES'
LEATHER HANDBAGS

LUNCH

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

G->o E. Schmi.it

BOOK

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Bumford—Farmington
7.H0 AM,

ENDS

CLOCKS

Lv Lewiston —
7 45 A.M. 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
I.v Kiinifnrd —
7 3.0 A.M.. 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv t-.-u i,iin_;r,,n—

o

all Hindi

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

12 20 P.M.. 4.H1 P.M

STANDARD

PENS

of all standard makes

SERVALL
44 Bates St

CUPS

TIME

Fred C, McKenney

COMPANY

04 Sabattus Street

Jewelers

CITIES aERVlOB GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS

50 LISBON STREET

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest

Gasoline

Station

to

College

Lewtston. Maine

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

FLANDERS
Cullcge Men Appreciate Our Clothes
AUBURN, MAINE

62 COURT STREHI

ROBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of
t'anvas and Rubber Footwear
LEWIS! ON RUBBER COMPANY
LEWISTON

AUGUSTA

Arthnr "Gilb" Dumais

INSURED

CABS

Israel Winner

TAXI CALL 4040 TAXI
24 Hour Service

For Real Courteous Service

25 Cents Local Rat*

UNION SQUARELEWISTON
TAXI MAINE
CO., 171 Main Street
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing
24

HOUR

SEB VI C E

"THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus

_ ,

,-,_

R

PEOPLES SHOE SHOP
The Moccasin House

33

SABATTUS

STREET

DEALER IN HIGH GRADE MOCCASINS
TENNIS SHOES AND R115UERS
SHOES REPAIRED AND RECONDITIO.VED TO LOOK LIKE NEW

Re

R. W* CLARK
«.«.^.*.-%.

p

^tered Dmggist

Pure Drugs and M,dicin,3

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

LEWISTON MONUMENTAI
WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWIST0IH
Telephone 4684-R

GOOGIN

Lewiston Shoe Hospital

COAL and WOOD

We Specialize In

FUEL CO.

LEWISTON

AUBURN

7

SABATTUS

REPAIRING

ST.
.

LOTUS SHOES

Agents, Plotica and Hayden
11 Roger Williams

